April 2012

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
History and Philosophy of Science, Technology, and Public Health Courses 2012-14

2012-13
Fall 2012

Undergraduate:
Bock: W3208x Introduction to Evolutionary Biology

Bock: W3201x History and Philosophy of Evolutionary Biology

Coen: HIST BC3388 Introduction to History of Science since 1800

Roberts: HIST W4588 - Race, Drugs, and Inequality in the United States, M 6:10-8:00pm

Smith: HIST W4101 - The World We Have Lost: Daily Life in Pre-Modern Europe (discusses views of nature, definition of science, etc), M 4:10-6:00pm

?PHIL V2201: The History of Philosophy II
?PHIL V2301: The History of Philosophy III: 19th and 20th Century Philosophy

Kitcher: PHIL? - Science and Religion

Wennerlind: BC4119 - Capitalism and Enlightenment, W 2:10-4:00pm


Undergraduate/Graduate:

Tjossem: INAF U6236 - History of American Ecology & Environment, M 2:10-4:04pm

Graduate:
Fairchild: P9740 - Public Health and the Surveillance State

Boyd: ANTH G4470 - Humans and Other Animals: critical perspectives on human-animal relations

Spring 2013

Undergraduate:
Bulliet: HIST W3716 – History of Islamic Society

Bulliet: HIST W**** - Animals and History
Coen: W4*** - Environmental Thinking
Kevles: W3*** Science and Technology in the United States from Franklin to Facebook
Kitcher: PHIL ? - Seminar on philosophy and economics
McKeown: HIST W4918 - Drugs in World History
Roberts: HIST W4584 - Race, Technology, and Health in US History, T 9:55-11:45am
Sivaramakrishnan: W3*** - Plagues and Pandemics
Sivaramakrishnan: The Global Politics of Aging: History and Policy Perspectives

**Undergraduate/Graduate:**
Saliba and ?: INSM C3940 - Science Across Cultures

Tjossem: INAF U8910 - Struggles For Sustainability: Food, Farming and Famine, M 2:10p-4:00pm

**Graduate:**
Kaye: HIST G8**** - Medieval Science and Society, R 4:00-6:00pm.

Colgrove: P8746 - Coercion and Persuasion in Public Health: Ethical and Historical Perspectives, W 9:00-10:50am.

**2013-14**
**Fall 2013**

**Undergraduate:**
Jones: HIST W3112 - The Scientific Revolution in Western Europe, 1500-1750


**Undergraduate/Graduate:**

**Graduate:**
Coen & Roberts: HIST G8913: Methods in the History of Science

Roberts: HIST G8550 - Black BioPower: Race, Health, and Technology in US History

Rosner: G8*** or 9***? - History, Science, Politics, and Legal Courts
Spring 2014

Undergraduate:
Roberts: HIST W3*** - Difference and Health Inequality in the Modern United States

Sivaramakrishnan: W**** The Global Politics of Aging: History and Policy Perspectives

Sivaramakrishnan and Nathanson: W**** Extremely close and incredibly loud: Crisis in the history and politics of public health

Graduate:
Colgrove: P8746 - Coercion and Persuasion in Public Health: Ethical and Historical Perspectives, W 9:00-10:50am.

2014-15
Fall 2014

Graduate:
Coen and Elshakry: G8913 - Methods in History of Science


Spring 2015

Undergraduate:
Sivaramakrishnan and Nathanson: W**** Extremely close and incredibly loud: Crisis in the history and politics of public health

Graduate:
Colgrove: P8746 - Coercion and Persuasion in Public Health: Ethical and Historical Perspectives, W 9:00-10:50am.